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Introduction
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In June 2010, the National Partnership for Environmental Technology Education (PETE), under an “EPA
Grants Management & Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Rule Training and Technical Assistance Initiative
for Tribes, U.S. Territories and Insular Areas” contract with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), provided training to EPA grantees in Guam, Saipan and American Samoa. The Tribal, U.S. Territories
and Insular Areas Financial and Administrative Management for Assistance Agreements Training was delivered at the
University of Guam in cooperation with Guam Community College, at Northern Marianas College in
Saipan, and at American Samoa Community College.
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While conducting this training, National PETE had the opportunity to meet and discuss the status of the
environmental training conducted at each college. National PETE learned that each of the islands’
governments are committed to the protection of their environment, but need additional assistance in
seeking educated individuals who will stay on-island after training, increased public education, and a
commitment from the public to preserve their resources. This help can come in the form of immediate and
long-term solutions through environmental capacity building at their community colleges and through
public school training and outreach programs.
Three years ago National PETE began work to help strengthen environmental science and technology
programs at Tribal Colleges consistent with the unique needs and traditions of these communities (NSF
DUE 0702247). The colleges on each of the islands are faced with struggles similar to the Tribal colleges in
National PETE’s current program, such as through attracting students, student retention, job placement,
how to broker potential projects with other federal agencies (including EPA), and keeping individuals onisland (or on the reservation) after graduation.
Therefore, the objectives of this two-day facilitated Pacific Rim Environmental Capacity Building initiative
were to assess:
•
•
•
•

The current environmental programs,
their program needs,
student recruitment and retention needs, and
current and future employment directly from the community college and/or after transfer to a
four-year institution at Guam Community College, American Samoa Community College, and
Northern Marianas College.

The island culture and organizational structure of their community colleges is very similar to U.S. Tribes
and Tribal colleges (the basis for National PETE’s current NSF ATE Project).
The intent of this information was to use it to assess the interest and potential to develop a full Pacific Rim
Environmental Capacity Building ATE Project, to assist in the environmental areas of wastewater, solid
waste, nonpoint source pollution, drinking water and overall terrestrial pollution.
This workshop was held March 2-3, 2011, at the Aston Waikiki Beach Hotel in Honolulu, HI (a mid-way
point for the Pacific Rim Colleges). Kirk Laflin, National PETE Executive Director and NSF ATE PI,

invited each of University of Guam, Guam Community College, Northern Marianas College and American
Samoa Community College to nominate and send one representative from their institutions. Each
institution designated one individual to attend the meeting. These individuals included various
environmental instructors and a program coordinator.
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The two-day session was coordinated by National PETE and supported by NSF through an extension to
National PETE’s ATE Project Number DUE 0702247. The Advanced Technology Environment and Energy
Center (ATEEC) has been a partner with National PETE on the NSF Tribal project, as a strategic partner in
providing staff to conduct the technical assistance initiatives and provide assistance throughout the project’s
duration. As a continuation of this partnership, Dr. Ellen Kabat-Lensch, PI of ATEEC and a highly skilled
facilitator, applied her expertise by serving as Lead Facilitator at the Pacific Rim meeting.
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Pacific Rim Environmental Needs (Technician-Level)
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Participants outlined the following needs/issues as being critical to the environmental integrity of the
Pacific Rim Islands:
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•
•
•
•
•

Solid Waste Management
Water/Wastewater
Hazardous Waste
Imported Illegal Pesticides
Alternative Energies (installation/monitoring/repair)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforcement (marine, etc.)
Education regarding rules/regulations
Availability of BS program
Recycling
Natural Resource Management
Invasive Species

•
•

Educational Course/Program/Faculty Continuity
Need private enterprise to provide jobs – not just government
o No investment because foreign entities cannot own land (American Samoa)

Environmental Jobs
Job (occupational) titles listed below are those already present to what is expected within the next five
years, at the Technician level.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Occupational Safety and Health Specialists
Certified wastewater operators
Water operators
o Desalination technician
Surface/groundwater technicians
Lab technicians
Process technicians
Alternative energy technicians
o Operations
o Geothermal
o PV/Solar thermal
o Tidal
o Hydro
o Biofuel

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eco-tourism jobs
Nonpoint source technicians
Biological Technicians [i.e. testing for avian influenza, etc.]/public health
Civil service/Government (are major employers)
Air quality specialist
Landscape Technician (Low Impact Development, native species use, etc.)

•
•
•
•

Mariculture – sustainable harvesting/propagation of coral
Industrial hygiene technicians
Sustainable agriculture technician (hydroponic)
Alternative auto technicians (‘eco’ auto technicians)

•

Taxonomist

Skill Sets
Based upon the expected technician-level jobs from present through the next five years, participants at the
Hawaii meeting outlined the skill sets they felt necessary to successfully perform those jobs.
•
•
•
•
•

Reading skills
Writing skills
Math skills
Technical writing
Collecting/storing/evaluating data

•
•
•
•
•

GIS
Computer skills
Basic statistics
Work ethics
Critical thinking

•
•
•
•
•

Measurement of science (metrics)
Sampling (e.g. pH meters)
Instrumentation
Taxonomy
Knowledge of environmental regulations
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•
•
•

o Energy auditors
o Building operator
GIS technician
Hazardous waste operators
EIS (Environmental Impact Statement)/Engineering Technician
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•
•
•

Safety skills
Boat skills (how to drive a boat, trailer it, etc.)
Swimming/scuba/snorkel

•
•
•
•
•
•

Microbiology
Basic engineering skills
Field techniques
Sterilization techniques
Lab safety
General biology skills

•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication skills (oral and written)
Electrical skills
Mechanical skills
Driving/CDL
Ability to pass drug test
Specific physical requirements

•
•

Basic life skills (hygiene, interview attire, etc.)
Analytical lab skills
o QA/QC
o Sampling techniques

•

First Aid/CPR

Barriers
Like Tribal Colleges, the Pacific Island Colleges face a number of barriers to adequately providing
environmental education, trained professionals, and the jobs needed for those trained professionals. Some
of these barriers include:
•

English is the second language

•
•
•

Science is the third language
No scientific instructional materials in native language (applies to all U.S. territories in Pacific Rim)
Bureaucracy/Administration (for example, it is not uncommon for purchase orders to take a year
to be processed)
No continuity in faculty (2-year contractors; many STEM Faculty are sponsored by various federal
agencies and are on 1-3 year contracts due to the low wages and benefits paid by colleges and
attraction of location, along with lack of STEM-educated natives. Many of the STEM-educated
Pacific Islanders leave the islands for better employment opportunities).
Difficulty in attracting/keeping contractors/retaining talent
o Low salary

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Underprepared students
Lack of transfer to four-year school
o Economic barriers (lack of funding)
o Familial barriers (family obligations make other commitments difficult)
o Off-island (reluctance to leave home)
Lack of reliable, economical internet access, which prevents distance education as a viable option
Difficulty in procuring equipment due to bureaucracy issues/prior poor management of federal
funds (e.g. American Samoa is a High Risk Grantee and lacks capital to make purchases, thus
preventing them from being able to draw down their grants)
Budget cuts
Most colleges do not have grant offices (no grant writers – left to faculty)
o Workload issue – lack of release time to write grants
Lack of cultural curricula
o E.g. relating environmental principles to examples from Pacific Rim life
o Contextual, hands-on field learning
Land tenureship (outsiders cannot purchase land)
o Lack of private enterprise/investment
Inability to contradict anyone higher in the authority chain
o Male-dominated society – women have limited rights/respect Cultural/traditional roles
still being observed
Culture shock/feeling of isolation when relocated to mainland.

Other Colleges/Institutions
Based upon the relationship built through the May 2010 visit, National PETE invited individuals from Guam
Community College, University of Guam, American Samoa Community College and Northern Marianas
College to participate in a two-day environmental needs assessment meeting. Attendees at the meeting
suggested the following colleges should also be involved in any type of capacity building or assistance:
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•

o Minimal benefits
o Distance from family
Cultural beliefs (e.g. superstitions)
o Restricted in experiences (parents’ fears prevent students from exploring their
environment)
o Familial responsibilities (the family comes first, and children are expected to perform many
tasks above and beyond the “typical western” child)
Limited family resources
Lack of economic resources
Lack of full-time employment opportunities with benefits
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•
•

College of Micronesia
Palau Community College

•

College of the Marshall Islands (CMI)
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Recommendations for Launching a Pacific Rim Program
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The participants of the Pacific Rim Community College Environmental Program Capacity Building session expressed
strong interest in partnering with National PETE’s Tribal College initiative. Particularly, faculty were interested in
attending Fellows Institutes and doing local market and job assessment through facilitated sessions with business and
industry to highlight jobs and/or improve skill sets for specific training programs. Participants were also interested in
resurrecting a former PETE program whereby faculty are provided the opportunity to work in industry for a summer to
gain firsthand experience of that for which they are preparing their students.
Participants from the Pacific Rim were interested in partnering with National PETE’s Tribal College Initiative in part
because of the many similarities between institutions. The college structure and operation are very similar (for example,
there is a great deal of community-based participation), and both Tribal colleges and Pacific Rim colleges cater to
populations with strong cultural beliefs (student populations are very similar). Both types of institutions also face similar
struggles, such as those for students in regards to a fear of failure and therefore resistance to higher education in general,
a reluctance to leave family, lack of family support in regards to education, and economic hardships.
Pacific Rim colleges also face other challenges above and beyond those that the Tribal Colleges face. Their extreme remote
locations alone provide a major obstacle, the least of which involves a dramatic lack in availability to attend workshops
and other development opportunities due to both the significant time in travel to get anywhere and the excessive costs
associated with leaving. Also due to the remote nature of the islands, there is reluctance on the part of many federal
agencies to bring routine education and other opportunities to them. Furthermore, the islands (particularly American
Samoa and CNMI) have a hard time attracting STEM-educated individuals (there are very few native STEM-educated
people: many who go to the extensive effort to obtain higher education are reluctant to return to the economically
depressed, remote, and culturally isolated islands). Involvement in National PETE’s Tribal Initiative would address the
lack of opportunities due to remote location.
Partnering with National PETE’s Tribal initiative could greatly improve the environmental science and technology
programs at the Pacific Rim Colleges. By linking the Pacific Rim colleges to Tribal colleges, both types of institutions will
benefit by sharing best practices in how to deal with the many unique issues they face as a result of their locations and
populations. Furthermore, these improvements will reflect on the environmental integrity of the diverse and unique biomes
in which these colleges are located, retain local intelligence and talent, and provide better-qualified workers thereby
positively impacting the local economy.
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